
Supplemental Digital Appendix 1
Faculty/Fellow Entrustment Decision Assessment Form

Record ID

Please answer the following questions about (resident) ______________ for this encounter ONLY.

1. Based on the encounter you just had with this resident caring for the patient in room ____, with a diagnosis of ____, how much supervision do you think this resident needed?
   Note: Please choose the response you believe corresponds with his/her abilities and not what you are required to do because they are still in training.

   ○ Needs full, proactive supervision (If Yes, Please answer 1a.)
   ○ Needs partial supervision (If Yes, Please answer 1b.)
   ○ Did not need supervision (ie, if they were not still in training, you think they would not have needed supervision.) (Skip 1a & 1b, go to question 2)
   ○ Did not need supervision and could have even been the supervisor for someone else caring for the patient (ie, if they were not still in training, you think they could have supervised others) (Skip 1a & 1b, go to question 2)

1a. Do you believe this resident:
   ○ May jointly complete work with you
   ○ May complete work on their own with you in the room ready to step in as needed

1b. Do you believe this resident requires:
   ○ You to be immediately available and double checking ALL findings
   ○ You to be immediately available and double checking what you consider to be KEY findings only
   ○ You to be available only if needed

2. To what extent do you believe this resident possessed the necessary knowledge and skill to care for this patient?
   ○ Had all the necessary knowledge and skill
   ○ Had almost all the necessary knowledge and skill
   ○ Had most of the necessary knowledge and skill
   ○ Had some of the necessary knowledge and skill
   ○ Had little of the necessary knowledge and skill

3. Did this resident ask for help when needed?
   ○ Did not ask for help, but I did not observe an area where help was needed
   ○ Asked for help with all components he/she needed help with
   ○ Asked for help with most components he/she needed help with
   ○ Asked for help with some components he/she needed help with
   ○ Did not ask for help when needed

4. To what extent was this resident thorough in presenting the information they gathered for this encounter?
   ○ Presented all of the necessary pertinent information
   ○ Presented most of the necessary pertinent information
   ○ Presented some of the necessary pertinent information
   ○ Presented a limited amount of the necessary pertinent information
5. **How dependable was this resident in following through with tasks?**

- Followed through on **all** tasks without needing prompting
- Followed through on **all** tasks but **needed** prompting
- Followed through on **most** tasks
- Followed through on **some** tasks
- Followed through on **few** tasks

6. **Do you feel this resident ever neglected to give you accurate information in order to keep from disclosing that he/she did not do something that should have been done?**

   (e.g., not asking about immunizations but telling you they are up to date, not seeing the tympanic membrane but reporting they saw it, telling you they had paged a consultant that had not yet been paged)?

   - Yes
   - No

7. **Consider a situation where the resident would have cared for this patient without a supervisor present. Please place the slider bar at the point that indicates how much you would have trusted this resident to provide safe, effective care for this patient without supervision:**

   - Would not have trusted at all
   - Would have trusted completely

   (Place a mark on the scale above)

8. **To ensure safe care for this patient, how much did you need to alter the plans and/or actions of the resident?**

   - I did not need to alter the plans/actions of the resident to ensure safe care
   - I needed to make minimal changes to the plans/actions of the resident to ensure safe care
   - I needed to make moderate changes to the plans/actions of the resident to ensure safe care
   - I needed to make significant changes to the plans/actions of the resident to ensure safe care
   - I needed to essentially develop the plan myself to ensure safe care

These final two questions ask you to think about the patient in the encounter you just had rather than the resident.

9. **How would you classify the COMPLEXITY (i.e., challenging to understand and/or manage from a medical, psychosocial, and/or other perspective) of the patient’s presentation for this encounter?**

   - More complex than usual for this illness
   - Typical complexity for this illness
   - Less complex than usual for this illness

10. **How would you classify ACUITY? (i.e., severity or how sick the patient is) of the patient’s presentation for this encounter?**

    - Higher acuity than typical presentation for this illness
    - Typical acuity for this illness
    - Lower acuity than typical presentation for this illness
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